Technical Data Sheet
No Skidding® PVC Floor & Aisle Marking Tapes - NSVM Series
DESCRIPTION & APPLICATIONS
Highly visible, durable, pressure-sensitive vinyl tapes are perfect for: aisle marking, color coding, duct sealing, abrasion protection, joint
sealing, pipe wrapping, decorating, light bundling, packaging, safety marking, etc.
Vinyl tapes adhere to floors, walls, piping, posts, beams, handrails, stairways, machinery, and equipment.
Vinyl Tapes can be used for color-coding and identifying aisles, walk- ways, indoor traffic lines, danger zones, boundaries, doorways,
and any other general-purpose marking.
Available in 12 solid colors including yellow/black diagonal and red/ white diagonal. Please specify color. All of our vinyl, pressuresensitive tapes can be custom slit from widths of 1/4" and up.
This product is a durable plasticized PVC tape, featuring an aggressive modified rubber adhesive.
This tape features a highly conformable backing with excellent abrasion and moisture resistance and is able
to withstand many chemicals. The high-performance adhesive adheres quickly to surfaces and removes without
leaving residue. Our Aisle Marking Tape is available in the following highly visible colors: Yellow, Black, Green, Red, Blue, Clear, White

Product

Size

NSVM101X108

1" x 108 ft.

NSVM102X108

2" x 108 ft.

NSVM103X108

3" x 108 ft.

NSVM104X108

4" x 108 ft.

NSVM105X108

5" x 108 ft.

NSVM106X108

6" x 108 ft.

TECHNICAL DATA (TYPICAL VALUES)
BACKING
PVC

COLOR
ASSORTED

ADHESIVE
RUBBER

TOTAL
THICKNESS
6 MILS
0.15MM

ADHESION
TO STEEL
14.0 OZ/IN
3.92N/25MM

TENSILE
STRENGTH
13.2 LB/IN
58.8N/25MM

ELONGATION
AT BREAK
100%

Note: While the date contained herein is believed to be reliable averages of the product’ properties, the data should not be used for
specification purposes. Test Data and results contained in this document are for general guidance only and should not be used by
customers to establish designs and specifications. Customers who desire performance data should contact No Skidding® Products for
further recommendations.
WARRANTY
This product cannot eliminate the possibility of slipping. The determination of the suitability of this product for any specific use is solely
the responsibility of the user. No representations guarantee, or warranties of any kind are made to the accuracy or suitability of
information in this document to any specific application. No Skidding® warrants its products to be free from defects but limits its
obligation to replacement of products that has been proven, to No Skidding® satisfaction, to be defective. This warranty is nontransferable and only applied to customers buying directly from No Skidding® Products. No Skidding® is not liable for any loss,
damage, expenses, or consequential damages arising in connection with the use of this product. E & OE. 02/18

